The Endless Look of Real Wood

25' XXL Extended Length Siding

12' Standard Siding

Fewer seams than the old-fashioned standard size!
It’s easy to spot a home with an elegant siding installation. The course lines are straight and smooth.
The joint lines – where individual “board” lengths come together – are either non-existent or carefully
minimized. The overall appearance is one of uniform, uninterrupted beauty.
It’s a look you typically see in custom wood siding installations. Because lumber comes from mills in
different lengths, installers can minimize joints to keep focus on the aesthetic features of a home. But
that’s harder to do with standard-length sidings – whether vinyl, fiber cement or hardboard. Typically,
they require a joint every 12 feet.

25' XXL Extended Length

No seams, no overlaps

Alside Innovation Assures You The Best
Finishing touches add distinction. To complete your exterior design, choose from a wide variety of trim and accessory options
– including exclusive Trimworks® details – all color coordinated with Charter Oak XXL to make decision-making easy.
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Trimworks beaded corner post.

Alside Premium Shakes – the classic look
of deep-grained cedar shakes.

Charter Oak invisibly-vented soffit.

Trimworks 5" window trim.

Trimworks 7" fluted corner post.

Alside Premium Scallops –
Victorian inspired half-rounded shingles.
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Independent tests confirm the quality.

Warranty information.

Under an independent program sponsored by the Vinyl Siding
Institute, Charter Oak received ASTM D3679 certification, the
industry standard for quality. In addition, Charter Oak is one
of the siding systems certified under VSI's new color retention
standard, ASTM D6864. To earn this special color certification,
the colors were subjected to grueling weather and time tests to
ensure they meet or exceed retention requirements and resist
major changes in a variety of climates.

Charter Oak XXL and Alside accessories
are backed by lifetime limited warranties.
Copies of the warranties are available by
writing to:
Alside Warranty Department
PO Box 2010, Akron, Ohio 44309

Environmentally friendly.
The home that protects you can also help protect the
environment. As a durable, eco-friendly product with a long
service life, Alside vinyl siding reduces the depletion of wood
and other natural resources used in home construction. And
because it never needs to be painted, it helps
prevent paint, stain and other maintenancerelated products from harming the earth.

Pertains to Charter Oak XXL Vinyl Siding.
Consult the VSI website at www.vinylsiding.org
for a current list of certified products and colors.
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Made in USA

Please recycle

With Charter Oak XXL siding . . .
it’s what you don’t see that makes all the difference.

Charter Oak XXL Premium Vinyl Siding

The First Name In Strength And Performance

®

Charter Oak® XXL . . .
brings out all the beauty
of your home.

Options That Let You Create The Home of Your Dreams
When you paint the exterior of your home, your design
options don’t go much beyond the basics: What color for
walls, what color for trim?

Double thick
nail hem and
advanced
locking
channel

That’s why Alside introduced Charter
Oak XXL reinforced vinyl siding. It’s
more than twice as long as standard siding,
25' to be exact. At the very least, that
means significantly fewer overlaps are
required to complete an installation.
More importantly, Charter Oak XXL
siding gives installers all the flexibility
they need to create the long, clean course
lines that give a home distinction.
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But with Charter Oak XXL, color choices are just the
beginning. You can also choose from a gallery of outstanding
panel features to create just the look you want for your home.

3/4" mid-panel
butt height
adds lateral stability and
beautiful
shadow lines

Classic profiles. The traditional clapboard profile (41/2" exposure
width) is an American favorite, appropriate for every type of home
from ranch to Victorian and every region of the country. For a panel
with an added dimension of appeal, choose an elegant dutch lap
profile (41/2" exposure) with its graceful cove detailing.

Natural surface texture. Charter Oak XXL looks like it came

Sure-grip
bottom
tab locks
securely to
lower panel

One look at a Charter Oak XXL installation
tells you all you need to know: With fewer
overlaps to see, there’s much more beauty
to appreciate.
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from a lumber mill, not a manufacturing plant. It features a detailed
texture that looks and feels like the surface of quarter-sawn oak boards.

The look of fresh paint. No choice to make. Whatever color and
profile you choose, Charter Oak XXL provides a luxurious low-gloss
finish that looks just like freshly painted wood.

Deep, realistic shadow lines. Shadow lines define panel courses
25' XXL Extended
Length Siding
without any
overlaps

12' Standard
Siding with
overlaps

by providing a sense of depth. The thicker the bottom edge of a
panel, the more pronounced the shadow. And the deeper and bolder
the shadow, the richer and more elegant the impression created.
Charter Oak XXL features a full 3/4" panel projection, the same as
expensive wood siding.

When Alside introduced Charter Oak more than a decade ago, it
was an industry first: an advanced nail hem and locking system that
provided added rigidity and reliability to the entire panel. Today the
TriBeam® System remains the industry standard for exceptional rigidity
and performance.
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24' Width

24' Width

Antique Parchment

Platinum Gray

Cape Cod Gray
NEW!

A palette of contemporary, easy-care colors. Choose from

That rigidity means unsurpassed installation quality: straight course lines;
smooth, even walls; top-to-bottom beauty, in both new construction and
remodeling projects. And you can count on that quality for as long as you
own your home. Alside’s lifetime limited warranty* puts it in writing.

4'

Glacier White

ten beautiful colors. These designer colors go clear through the
panel, so there’s no need to worry about chipping or scratching. And
because the darker, richer colors are formulated using ChromaTrue®,
you get superior fade resistance. To keep your siding looking as fresh
and clean as the day it was installed, just rinse occasionally with a
garden hose.

You can also count on superior resistance to the shearing power of violent
winds. In independent tests, the TriBeam rolled-over nail hem held Charter
Oak solidly in place in winds reaching Category 5 hurricane intensity. We
hope you never need that kind of reliability, but it’s comforting to know
it’s there. Charter Oak XXL. Engineered for lasting beauty.

Coastal Sage

Juniper Ridge

Adobe Cream

Monterey Sand

Vintage Wicker

Tuscan Clay

®

ChromaTrue helps make Charter Oak
better with ASA weatherable polymers
which provide superior fade resistance
and better performance on darker colors.

*See printed warranty for complete details.

12' Standard Siding
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25' XXL Extended Length Siding
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